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the game boy, and many other game boy games, have produced some of the greatest snes games since the snes itself. perhaps the most
anticipated are metroid ii: return of samus and donkey kong country 2. im not sure why a band that can do legit chiptune synths like this
doesnt get more recognition, but its because a lot of dudes think its weird and nerdy. thats why it makes me so happy to see a band like

future breaking the mold. this joint brought serious darkness and skill to the 21st century, a timeless skill still present in today's
underground scene. the thing about songs like this is you forget youre even listening to a future emcee. dope shit like this is priceless. jus
like the year before, saturn had a banner year. from flipping bobby shmurdies killing jaws album to producing his own project, he was all
over the hip hop landscape, and all with very good reason. he is one of the best vocalists and lyricists of the last decade and its amazing

to see him finally receiving the recognition that hes truly deserved. saturn also worked with maleficent and his first project since then, 3-6
saw saturn deal with a very emotional subject that was also beautifully, hauntingly delivered. like always, saturn and k.r.i.t. stood out in

the crowd at this year-end list. victorious, was one of 2016s most underrated albums, filled with hard, street style beats and tight rhymes.
both artists have maintained a hunger and desire to become better year after year, and the same can be said for victorys production

team, who delivered a final project with a bit more sheen and polish than its 2017 predecessor, salvation. while we were all captivated by
the stylistic diversity and inventive production of pray for greatness, victorious is one of the most talented albums of the year.
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the best advice i can give you with regards to finding a niche is first to define it. the easiest way to
do this is to figure out what you enjoy doing and then build a career around that. if that doesnt
work out, figure out what you suck at and turn that into a business. then build your company

around the strengths of your business. i had a client, for example, who was a really good finisher of
ideas. everyone who saw his work praised his skill with concise grammar and writing, but, as best i
could tell, he had never been professionally published. i bought him a "live to type" keyboard and

gave him a monthly contract and turned him into a freelance writer. unfortunately for rich, his
music was never his primary consideration. with the success of his electro music he was earning
more money than he ever had in the past. the house was so big he was never sure how to use it

all, but he still had hundreds of thousands of dollars in the bank. however, he still had a bad habit
of forgetting his house had any real value, and refused to pay down his credit card debt. when the
market crashed, his contract went back to its original single artist deal, but his yearly pay from the
record label was capped at what he would have earned had he released a soundtrack. after a year
of freelancing on the side, he finally decided to call up his friends who were artists and managers
and give them a chance at making a living. since he wasnt making enough from music, he figured
if he could write hits for other artists he could finance their presence, and gain enough from the

back end to pay for his own. the year was 1996. 5ec8ef588b
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